
CS 2810 April 8

Admin:
- schedule update: we'll do a finals review in class & move up mini project day 2

Content:
Covariance

Covariance Matrix

(covariance and correlation are tightly intertwined, we'll touch on
correlation in the next lesson ... please save correlation questions until then, thanks!)



1.  Why would one want to generate a "fake" sample?
2.  Generating a "fake" penguin from marginal distributions







Covariance: Inuition (How two values vary together)

The behavior between any two values x and y can be summarized in one of the three ways:

1. as x gets larger y typically gets larger too
    - ex: 
        - `x=temp on some day`
        - `y=number of people on the beach on the same day`
    - covariance & correlation is positive
2. as x gets larger y typically doesn't get larger or smaller
    - ex: 
        - `x=individual's favorite number`
        - `y=number of hot dogs that individual has eaten in their lifetime`
    - covariance & correlation is zero
3. as x gets larger, y typically gets smaller
    - ex: 
        - `x=average speed of driver on 10 mile commute`
        - `y=average commute time of driver on 10 mile commute`
    - covariance & correlation are negative
    







Observations of x, y must be paired for a joint distribution / covariance to be defined.

1. on the same **day**, we observe temp (x) & beach population (y)
2. on the same **individual**, we observe favortie number (x) & hot dogs eaten (y)
3. on the same **driver**, we observe speed (x) & commute time (y)

If we don't observe the data in pairs, correlation / covariance is not defined:

- `x=an individual's favorite number`
- `y=the temperature on a given day`

x is observed per individual 
y is observed per day 

... there isn't a way to "pair" every x with a y!





Example: Compute cov(x,y) and write one sentence which explains its sign.



Example: Compute cov(x,y) and write one sentence which explains its sign.

cov is positive since when x gets bigger
y does too (similarly, when y bigger x too!)





In Class Assignment 1:

Compute the sample covariance from the x,y samples given below.  Write one sentence which interprets
its sign.



In Class Assignment 1:

Compute the sample covariance from the x,y samples given below.  Write one sentence which interprets
its sign.





Anatomy of a covariance matrix:

Given a vector of random variables, we can describe the covariance of every pair of variables with
a covariance matrix:







(makes sense why we call it "co"-variance, right?)





In Class Assignment 2: Covariance Matching

Match each scatter plot on the right with its 
associated covariance below.





ICA 3 (if time) Interpretting a covariance matrix:

The covariance matrix to the right describes covariances between four penguin features.

1. Which penguin feature varies the most?  (Can you compare across units?)
2. Give an intuition for what the -748 is saying in the matrix, does this make sense to you?





Use these scatters
to validate your 
thinking on ICA 3.

Try to form your 
intuition for the cov
matrix alone, before
using these plots.


